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freeVoice Tube – the elegant mini!
Headset with multipoint and CVC technology
The new Bluetooth headset FreeVoice Tube FBT250 is as flexible as
you are. You get a crystal clear reception, even up to 10 metres from
a telephone. Thanks to the ultralight design, you will hardly notice
the Bluetooth freeVoice Tube headset, even if worn for longer
periods.
The silicon ear pieces and the ear clip adjust automatically to your
wears to further improve the acoustic understanding.
Multipoint-Bluetooth
The headset can be connected to two phones simultaneously and
you can toggle between both phones.

Automatic standby after 8 minutes
The Tube switches itself off automatically after 8 minutes to save
power and improve the operating period. Incoming calls can still be
accepted at the press of a button on the headset.
Bluetooth V 4.1 with CVC echo and noise cancelling
The integrated Clear Voice Capture (CVC) technology allows an
optimum voice quality as well as high-quality music transmission
thanks to A2DP. Troublesome background noise is filtered out with no
compromises in the natural sound of voices. The headset is perfect
for use in both a loud and quiet environment. Thanks to the clear
voice transmission, there are fewer misunderstandings and repeated
questions, which ultimately leads to more efficiency.
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Features and advantages
Features

Advantage

Class 2 Bluetooth technology, version: CSR 4.1

Take and end calls directly and comfortably from the headset*, control practical functions such as mute and volume. This saves
time and increases productivity.

Noise-cancelling microphone

The integrated Clear Voice Capture (CVC) technology allows an optimum voice quality. Troublesome background noise is filtered
out with no compromises in the natural sound of voices.

Certifications

The headset is certified to the International common standards FCC and CE.

Security encryption

Security encryption guarantees reliable protection against electronic eavesdropping and keeps all calls discrete and confidential.

Call control keys

Simple and intuitive acceptance and termination of calls*, muting.

Multi-use connectivity

Allows users to switch between calls from two phone (connects to up to eight devices and keeps two calls on hold in parallel).

Music transmission

Experience optimum music enjoyment between calls thanks to A2DP.

Range

The great range of up to 10 metres gives users the freedom of more efficient multi-tasking.

Talk and standby time

Up to 6 hours talk time, up to 150 hours standby. Make calls throughout your entire working day without having to recharge your
headset.

Battery

Rechargeable lithium-polymer battery.

Wearing style

Different-sized silicon ear pieces can also be combined with the enclosed ear clip for an optimum fit.

Weight

43 grams lightweight multipoint headset.

Warranty

2 years (battery 3 months).

* Depending on the telephone
  * * The range may vary depending on the ambient situation (wall thickness, building etc.

Scope of delivery
Bluetooth headset, charger, Micro-USB charge lead, 3 silicone ear pieces, 2 ear clips, nano-pad, adhesive pad, car fastening clip
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